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Irreversible adsorption of negatively charged polystyrene latex particles~averaged diameter 0.9mm!
at heterogeneous surfaces was studied experimentally. The substrate bearing a controlled number of
adsorption sites was produced by precovering mica sheets by positively charged polystyrene latex
~averaged diameter of 0.45mm!. Positive latex ~site! deposition was carried out under
diffusion-controlled transport conditions and its coverage was determined by direct particle counting
using the optical microscopy. Deposition kinetics of larger latex particles~averaged diameter 0.9
mm! at heterogeneous surfaces produced in this way was studied by direct optical microscope
observations in the diffusion cell~under no-convection transport conditions!. It was demonstrated
that the structure of larger particle monolayers, characterized in terms of the pair correlation
function, showed much more short-range ordering than it was predicted for homogeneous surface
monolayers at the same coverage. This was found in agreement with theoretical predictions derived
from the Monte Carlo simulations. On the other hand, particle adsorption kinetics was quantitatively
interpreted in terms of numerical solutions of the governing diffusion equation with the nonlinear
boundary condition derived from Monte Carlo simulations. From these kinetic measurements
maximum~jamming! coverage of particles was determined in an accurate way by extrapolation. It
was concluded that both the monolayer structure and jamming coverage were strongly influenced by
the site multiplicity~coordination! effect. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1712967#

I. INTRODUCTION

Adsorption and deposition~irreversible adsorption! of
colloids, proteins and other biomaterials on solid/liquid in-
terfaces is of large significance for many practical and natu-
ral processes such as filtration, papermaking, chromatogra-
phy, separation of proteins, viruses, bacteria, pathological
cells, immunological assays, thrombosis, biofouling, biomin-
eralization, etc. The effectiveness of these processes is often
enhanced by the use of coupling agents bound to interfaces,
e.g., polyelectrolytes.1–5 In biomedical applications special
proteins~antibodies! attached to the surface are applied for a
selective binding of a desired ligands from protein mixtures
as is the case in the affinity chromatography,6 recognition
processes~biosensors!,7,8 immunological assays,9,10 etc.

On the other hand, many of experimental studies on col-
loid particle adsorption have been carried out for surfaces
modified by adsorption of polymers, surfactants, polyvalent
ions, or chemical coupling agents~silanes!, which change the
natural surface charge of substrate surfaces.11,12Another im-
portant example is adsorption of ionic species, e.g., heavy
metal ions, at oxide surfaces bearing various sites, usually
characterized by a wide spectrum of binding energy.13 As
demonstrated in Refs. 14 and 15 ion adsorption often leads to
nonuniform distribution of charges, e.g., over the glass beads
used in the packed bed filtration processes. Appearance of
such heterogeneous interfaces may exert important effects on

transport of colloid particles in aqueous porous media, e.g.,
in soils.16

A characteristic feature of all these processes, also com-
prising chemisorption of gases on solids, is that the solute
~ion, particle or protein! adsorption occurs at heterogeneous
surfaces bearing isolated adsorption sites.

Despite significance of particle adsorption at heteroge-
neous surfaces, this subject has little been studied experi-
mentally in a systematic manner. Most of the existing results
have been obtained for colloid hematite particles17,18or poly-
meric latex particles16,19 in the packed bed columns. Other
measurements have been carried out for polystyrene latex
particles of micrometer size range adsorbing at mica under
the convection-dominated transport conditions.20,21 To the
best of our knowledge there are no experimental data re-
ported in the literature for the diffusion-controlled transport,
except for preliminary results presented in Ref. 22.

Therefore, the aim of this work was to perform system-
atic experiments of this type in a model system of latex par-
ticle adsorbing at mica surface bearing adsorption sites of a
well defined geometry and distribution. Besides practical sig-
nificance, these measurements will allow one to evaluate the
range of validity of the recent theoretical model describing
irreversible adsorption~deposition! of particles at heteroge-
neous surfaces.23,24 Especially interesting would be evaluat-
ing the jamming coverage of particles in relation of the site
density that is vital for many applications in medicine. Ad-
ditionally, the results obtained can be exploited for elucidat-
ing mechanisms and modeling the kinetics of molecular ad-
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sorption processes as well, e.g., to determine the validity of
the often used Langmuir model.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. The experimental cell

Particle deposition experiments have been carried out
using the direct microscope observation method in the diffu-
sion cell. The main part of the cell was a teflon container of
dimensions 1.532.538 cm~height! with an rectangular win-
dow of the dimension of 236 cm made of a mica sheet, used
as the substrate for particle adsorption. Similar set-up was
used previously in studies of particle adsorption at homoge-
neous surfaces.25,26 The cell was fixed to the optical micro-
scope stage~Nikon! that was attached to a special metal
table, which could be inclined~rotated! by an angle reaching
90°. In the latter case, the microscope was oriented horizon-
tally with the objective perpendicular to the substrate sur-
face. In this arrangement gravity was directed parallel to the
mica surface eliminating effectively the particle sedimenta-
tion effect. In order to eliminate the natural convection ef-
fects both the cell and the room have been thoroughly ther-
mostated at 25 °C. Deposition kinetics and particle
distribution over the substrate was followedin situ using the
Nikon microscope equipped with a long-distance objective
coupled with a CCD camera~Hamamatsu C-3077! and an
image analyzing system.

B. Materials and methods

Two samples of polystyrene latex were used as model
colloid systems in the present study of particle deposition.
These latex particles of submicrometer size range are known
to posses perfectly spherical shape and low polidispersity.12

The negatively charged latex suspension was synthesized ac-
cording to the polymerization procedure described in Ref. 27
using a persulfate initiator. The concentrated stock suspen-
sion obtained from the polymerization was purified by a
steam distillation and a prolonged membrane filtration ac-
cording to the procedure described previously.11 Particle size
distribution and concentration in the dilute samples used in
experiments were determined by the Coulter–Counter and by
laser diffractometer with an accuracy of a few percent. The
averaged size 2ap of the negative latex used in deposition
experiments was 0.9mm with a standard deviation of 0.06
mm. The positively charged latex suspension~used for mod-
elling adsorption sites! was produced and cleaned according
to a similar procedure with the azonitrile initiator in place of
the persulfate initiator. The averaged diameter of the positive
latex 2as was 0.45mm with the standard deviation of 0.04
mm as determined by a laser diffractometer. Hence, the par-
ticle size ratio being an important parameter, denoted byl,
was equal to 2 in our case.

Zeta potential of latex samples was determined by the
Brookhaven zetasizer. For the ionic strengthI of 1023 M,
adjusted by KCl addition, andpH55.5 prevailing in experi-
ments, zeta potential of the negative latex was252 mV,
whereas for the positive latex it was 50 mV, respectively.

The adsorbing~substrate! surfaces were prepared of
mica sheets provided by Mica and Micanite Supplies Ltd.,

England. Zeta potential of this mica was determined by the
streaming potential method in the plane-parallel channel
cell.28 For the above experimental conditions the zeta poten-
tial on mica was280 mV.

The experimental procedure was the following: A freshly
cleaved mica sheet was cut to the appropriate size and
mounted into the cell’s window without using any adhesive.
Then, the positive latex suspension was carefully poured into
the cell. Particle deposition was carried out for a desired time
~typically 15–60 min at bulk particle concentration changing
in the range of 109– 1010 cm23) until the prescribed surface
concentration of the particles was attained. The surface con-
centration was determined by a direct microscope counting
over statistically chosen areas. The total number of particles
counted was about 1000 that ensured a relative precision of
coverage determination better than 3%. For the sake of con-
venience the surface concentration of particles was expressed
as the dimensionless coverageQs5pas

2 ^Ns& ~where^Ns& is
the average surface concentration of adsorbed smaller par-
ticles!. In our experimentsQs varied between 0 and 0.25.
After preparing the heterogeneous substrate~mica covered
by adsorption sites! the positive latex suspension was re-
placed by 1023 M KCl solution and then by the negative
latex suspension and the particle deposition run was contin-
ued for a period reaching 50 hs. The bulk suspension con-
centration of the negative latexnb was typically 2 – 5
3109 cm23 in these experiments. Images of adsorbed par-
ticles were collectedin situ at prescribed time intervals. Ad-
sorption kinetics of latex was followed by determining the
averaged surface concentration^Np& of particles found on
these images as a function of the timet. For obtaining a
single point on the kinetic curve, 500–1000 particles were
counted over statistically chosen areas having typical dimen-
sions of 100 per 100mm. The dimensionless surface cover-
age of adsorbed larger particles was expressed asQp

5pap
2^Np&. After completing the deposition run the latex

suspension was carefully washed out by water and the mica
surface covered with particles was examined again under wet
conditions. This procedure was selected because it has been
observed that drying up of the sample induced significant
structure changes in the particle monolayer.

It also was proven in separate experiments that particle
adsorption of both lattices was perfectly irreversible and lo-
calized. No lateral motion or particle desorption was ob-
served when rinsingin situ particle monolayers with an elec-
trolyte, 1023 KCl, by a prolonged period of time.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Because of the relatively large size of both negative and
positive latex particles used in our experiments, they could
be observed under optical microscope that allowed one to
determine not only surface concentration but also relative
positions~coordinates! of particles. Moreover, due to larger
size ratio, both the uncovered sites and adsorbed particles
could be easily discern from each other that considerably
enhanced the reliability of the experimental data discussed
below.

In the first series of experiments, the kinetics of positive
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latex adsorption was quantitatively evaluated in order to se-
lect appropriate conditions for controlled preparation of sub-
strate surfaces bearing a desired coverage of sites. A typical
kinetic run observed for bulk suspension concentrationnb

523109 cm23 is shown in Fig. 1. As can be observed, the
surface concentration of siteŝNs& ~consequently the site
coverageQs) increased linearly with the square root of the
deposition timet, in accordance with diffusion-controlled
transport to a plane surface, described by the formula

^Ns&52ADst

p
nb , ~1!

whereDs5kT/6phas is the diffusion coefficient of the par-
ticle in the bulk~k is the Boltzmann constant,T is the abso-
lute temperature, andh is the dynamic viscosity of the sus-
pension!. Because both^Ns& ~the averaged number of
particles per unit area! andnb can be determined experimen-
tally ~the latter quantity via the direct dry weight method!,
one can use Eq.~1! to calculate the diffusion coefficient of
particles. In this way, by knowing the temperature and the
viscosity of the suspension one can determine particle size.
From the kinetic run shown in Fig. 1 it was found in this way
that 2as50.47mm that is in a good agreement with the
value obtained from the diffractometer.

Equation~1! was also used for predicting the adsorption
time needed to attain a desired surface concentration~cover-
age! of sites. However, the real coverage in every run was
determined, as mentioned above, by a direct counting of the
number of adsorbed particles.

Besides the coverage, the uniformity of site distributions
produced according to the above procedure has been exam-
ined. First, it was demonstrated by a throughout variance
analysis~carried out for various areas over the mica substrate
covered by sites! that latex particle distributions were statis-
tically uniform with no tendency to clustering as is often the
case for monolayers dried before microscope observation.
This can be qualitatively observed in Fig. 2, where a micro-
graph of sites is shown forQs50.014. However, because of
small particle size, comparable with the visible light wave-
length, a quantitative characteristic of site distribution in
terms of the pair correlation function was not feasible.

After establishing the conditions for producing well-
defined site distributions of desired coverage, systematic
studies of larger particles deposition has been performed
with the aim of determining the structure of particle mono-
layers and kinetic of their formation. Examples of large par-
ticle configurations obtained in these experiments are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 the limiting case of low site
coverageQs50.014 is presented for particle coverageQp

equal to 0.044 and 0.075.
As can be estimated, the average distance between sites

Apas
2/Qs was equal 15.0as for Qs50.014 that considerably

exceeded the site and particle dimensions. This estimation
indicates that the sites can be largely treated as isolated tar-
gets because particles adsorbed on various sites will not in-
terfere with each other. This phenomenon can indeed be ob-
served in the micrograph shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the
adsorbed particles are very unevenly distributed with ten-
dency to form assemblages, usually composed of two or
three particles attached to one site. Remembering that par-
ticles have been observed under wet conditions that elimi-
nated possible clustering via drying, one can assume that
these assemblages have been really produced in the deposi-
tion process. This interesting observation represents appar-
ently the first evidence of the site multiplicity effect occur-
ring in the colloid adsorption processes. From simple
geometry one can deduce that site multiplicity effect~simul-
taneous attachment of more than one particle to one adsorp-
tion site! may only appear for particle to site size ratio
l,4. On the other hand, in our case, forl52, there could
be maximum four particles attached to one site that qualita-
tively explains the appearance of particle clusters.

Due to larger particle size, the distributions shown in
Fig. 3 can be quantitatively evaluated in terms of the pair
correlation functiong(r ) ~referred often to as the radial dis-
tribution function!. The function was calculated from the
constitutive dependence

g~r !5
pap

2

Qp
K DNp

2prDr L , ~2!

FIG. 1. Initial adsorption kinetics of positive latex~averaged diameter 0.45
mm! at bare mica,I 51023 M, nb52.03109 cm23 ~points!, the solid line
denotes theoretical results calculated from Eq.~1!. FIG. 2. A micrograph of sites~positive latex particles adsorbed on mica!,

Qs50.014.
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where^ & means the ensemble average andNp is the number
of particles adsorbed within the ring 2pr Dr drawn around a
central particle. The function can be interpreted as an aver-
aged probability of finding a particle at the distancer from
another particle~with the center located atr 50) normalized
to the uniform probability at large distances. For sake of
convenience the distancer was normalized by using the par-
ticle radiusap as a scaling variable.

The g(r /ap) function plotted in Fig. 3 was evaluated
using Eq.~2! by analyzing coordinates of a few thousands of
particles according to the procedure described above. How-
ever, it should be remembered, that in this case the distance
r was measured between projections of particle centers onto
the adsorption plane, rather than between particle centers
themselves. A characteristic feature of the g(r /ap) function
shown in Fig. 3 is that it exhibits a well pronounced maxi-
mum at the distancer /ap52 whose height increased mono-
tonically with particle coverageQp . Another interesting fact
is that this function was not vanishing for the distancer /ap

,2 but rather atr min /ap of about51.7. The non vanishing
value ofg observed for this distance range spectacularly con-
firmed the fact that particles were adsorbed in various planes

as a result of the finite size of the adsorption sites. This
means that their projections on the adsorption plane could
overlap. This apparent overlapping effect is analogous to pre-
viously observed for adsorption at homogeneous interfaces
of polydisperse particles.29 It is interesting to compare the
experimentally found minimum distancer min with the value
predicted theoretically for particle size ratio occurring in our
experiments. This can be done by realizing that the minimum
distance between projection of particle centers appears when
one particle touches the substrate surface and simultaneously
another particle~and obviously the site!. Moreover, the cen-
ters of the two particles and the site lie in one plane perpen-
dicular to the substrate surface. From a simple geometry one

FIG. 3. Micrographs of negative latex particles~averaged diameter 0.9mm!
adsorbed on sites,Qs50.014, and the corresponding pair correlation func-
tion g (r /ap). ~a! Qp50.044; ~b! Qp50.075. The solid lines denote the
theoretical pair correlation function derived from the extended RSA model.

FIG. 4. Same as for Fig. 3 but for site coverageQs50.104. ~a! Qp

50.047; ~b! Qp50.095; ~c! Qp50.486. The solid lines denote the theoret-
ical pair correlation function derived from the extended RSA model.
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can deduce then that the distancer min is given by the expres-
sion

r min /ap52@2apAapas1~ap2as!Aas~2ap1as!#/~ap1as!
2

52@2lAl1~l21!A2l11#/~11l!2, ~3!

where, as mentioned above,l5ap /as .
One can predict from Eq.~3! that for our geometry,

when l52, r min /ap51.75 that agrees well with the value
found experimentally~see Fig. 3!. Interestingly enough, one
can calculate from Eq.~3! that for l54, r min /ap52, that
agrees with previous conclusion thatl54 is the limiting
value when two particles can be attached to one site.

On the other hand, from geometrical considerations one
also can predict the maximum distancer mx between two par-
ticles attached to one site and contacting the substrate surface
as well that is given by the simple formula valid forl,4,

r mx/ap54/Al. ~4!

As can be deduced, in our caser mx/ap54/&52.83.
One can expect that for distances larger thanr mx the pair
correlation functiong should approach unity since adsorbed
particle positions remain uncorrelated~particles adsorbed on
various sites do not interfere with each other as mentioned
above!. Indeed, one can observe in Figs. 3 and 4, thatg
approaches unity forr /ap.2.8.

It is interesting to observe that all the characteristic fea-
tures of the correlation function shown in Fig. 3 are well
reflected by theoretical predictions depicted by solid lines.
These theoretical results have been derived from Monte
Carlo simulations performed according the theoretical model
described in Refs. 23 and 24. The first step of the simulation
algorithm was covering the homogeneous interface by ad-
sorption according to the classical random sequential adsorp-
tion ~RSA! approach.30–35The basic feature of this model is
that particles are placed at random in a consecutive manner
over an adsorption plane of isotropic properties. If there is no
overlapping with previously adsorbed particle the incoming
~virtual! particle is adsorbed irreversibly at a given position
with unit probability. Otherwise, a new adsorption attempt is
repeated, uncorrelated with previous attempts. The process is
carried out until a prescribed coverage of particles is at-
tained. It was postulated in Ref. 35 that particle configura-
tions produced under the diffusion transport conditions are
better reflected by the diffusion RSA~DRSA! model that
considers to some extent correlations in the consecutive ad-
sorption attempts. The pair correlation function in this case
exhibits a higher maximum for transient coverage of sites,
than the classical RSA model. Since these differences are too
small to be detected experimentally and the simulation algo-
rithm is far more complicated than the classical RSA model,
we exploited the latter for producing site distributions of
desired coverage.

The second step of simulations was adsorption of par-
ticles on site covered surfaces that was done by sequentially
performing uncorrelated adsorption attempts of a virtual par-
ticle. The attempt was successful if the virtual particle
touched at least one site and simultaneously did not overlap
with any previously adsorbed particle. It was further as-

sumed that the coordinates of particles remained fixed during
the entire simulation run that implies a localized and irre-
versible adsorption. In this respect our calculation scheme
was similar to that used for RSA simulations of multilayer
deposition of particles.34,36–39

A good agreement of experimental and simulation data
with the analytical estimations derived from Eqs.~3! and~4!
indicates that by analysing the shape of the pair correlation
function ~especially ther min andr mx values! important clues
can be gained about the size and coverage of sites present at
a substrate. Obviously, this possibility is especially attractive
for sites of unknown size, invisible under an optical micro-
scope.

In Fig. 4 analogous results obtained for much higher site
coverageQs are presented. The averaged distance between
sites was in this case 5.6as that implied a considerable in-
terference of particles adsorbed at various sites reducing the
appearance of the site multiplicity effect. Indeed, it can be
seen in the micrographs presented in Fig. 4 that the particles
are more evenly distributed than previously that is reflected
by much lower maximum of the pair correlation function for
lower particle coverage range. The maximum increases for
the high coverage of particlesQp50.48, close to the jam-
ming limit. Note, however, that the value of experimentally
determined value ofr min remains very similar to the previ-
ously studied case of lowQs . It is also interesting to observe
that the experimental results shown in Fig. 4 are well re-
flected by the numerical simulations.

Besides studying the structural aspects discussed above,
the main goal of this work was to confirm experimentally the
validity of the theoretical predictions concerning the jam-
ming limit dependence on site coverage. This is vital in view
of the practical significance of this parameter. However, as
discussed in previous works on diffusion controlled adsorp-
tion of colloid particles, direct measurement of the jamming
coverage are very tedious with typical times of a single ex-
periment reaching 50 h. Therefore, it was suggested that the
most efficient procedure of determiningQp consist in per-
forming the entire kinetic run, i.e., the dependence ofQp on
adsorption time within a finite time interval and extrapolate
them to infinite time by using theoretical models formulated
in Ref. 40. This significantly increases the precision of jam-
ming coverage determination.

Typical kinetic runs evaluated for various site coverage
Qs ranging from 0.016 to 0.22 are presented in Fig. 5. In
order to facilitate the comparison with the limiting diffusion
transport law the results have been presented in the form of
the dependence ofQp on the square root of adsorption time
t1/2. As can be seen in Fig. 5 forQs.0.05 andQp,0.1 the
initial adsorption kinetics of particles was indeed linear when
expressed in this coordinate system. This means that particle
coverage is well reflected by Eq.~1!, written as

^Np&52ADpt

p
nb , ~5!

whereDp is the particle diffusion coefficient andnb is the
particle number concentration in the bulk.

This means that for site coverage as low as a few per-
cent, particle adsorption rate at heterogeneous surfaces at-
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tained the limiting value pertinent to uniform surfaces under
the diffusion-controlled transport conditions. This unex-
pected behavior can be interpreted physically, as suggested
in Refs. 20–21, as due to the fact that after a failed adsorp-
tion attempt a particle can reach by diffusion another adsorp-
tion site in their vicinity, before it returns to the bulk of the
suspension. This means that for this coverage range the over-
all transport rate is governed by the diffusion transport in the
bulk of the suspension rather than by the surface transport
step whose rate is determined by site coverage. The effects
connected with the surface transport start to play a more
significant role for very low site coverage or for high particle
coverage approaching the jamming limit.21,22 Indeed, it can
be observed in Fig. 5, that for higher particle coverage a
significant deviation of adsorption kinetics from linearity
~expressed in terms of the square root of adsorption time!
occurred as a results of increased surface blocking effects
studied extensively for uniform surface adsorption.12,26,29As
a result particle adsorption rate decreased gradually with the
adsorption time and particle coverage attained apparent satu-
ration values.

A quantitative interpretation of these effects can be per-
formed in terms of the theoretical model developed in Refs.
22, 40. According to this approach, the kinetics of particle
adsorption at heterogeneous surfaces can be evaluated by
formulating a nonlinear boundary condition for the diffusion
transport equation incorporating the initial adsorption prob-
ability and the available surface function. Both these quanti-
ties have been determined from the Monte Carlo simulations
performed according to the above described algorithm. The
diffusion equation with this boundary condition can be
solved by using the implicit finite-difference method as de-
scribed in detail elsewhere.40 As can be seen in Fig. 5, our
experimental data obtained for variousQs , are well reflected
by these theoretical calculations~depicted by continuous
lines! for the entire range of adsorption time studied, reach-
ing 50 h. It is worthwhile noting that no adjustable param-

eters have been used by evaluating the theoretical data
shown in Fig. 5 but merely the experimental value of the
particle size ratiol and the site coverageQs . It should be
remembered, however, that in due to the finite adsorption
time the saturation values of particle coverage as shown in
Fig. 5 are slightly lower than the true jamming limit. As
mentioned, the jamming coverage can be estimated by ex-
trapolation of the experimental data obtained for long times
using the procedure proposed in Ref. 40. The following ana-
lytical expression has been derived, whose validity was con-
firmed by extensive numerical calculations:

Qp
`5Q lF110.372A Q l

jDpapnbt l
G , ~6!

whereQ l is the particle coverage determined experimentally
for the maximum adsorption timet l , andj is the dimension-
less parameter of the order of 0.1 characterizing the surface
transport resistance.40 Inserting our experimental data into
Eq. ~6!, i.e., Dp54.831029 cm2/s, nb54.83109 cm23, t l

51.83105 s one can estimate that the correction varies be-
tween 0.5% forQ l,0.2 and 1% forQ l.0.3. Hence, for
Q l,0.1, the correction is well below the experimental error,
so the experimental and theoretical data should be statisti-
cally indistinguishable.

Indeed, the results plotted in Fig. 6 using theQp vs
l2Qs coordinate system confirm this hypothesis. This kind
of representation of the experimental results is advantageous
because according to theoretical predictions24 the depen-

FIG. 5. Adsorption kinetics of negative latex at heterogeneous surfaces for
the nonlinear regime expressed as theQp vs t1/2 dependence,nb54.8
3109 cm23. ~1! Qs50.224; ~2! Qs50.058; ~3! Qs50.027; ~4! Qs

50.016. The solid lines denote the theoretical results calculated numerically
by solving numerically the diffusion equation with the boundary condition,
the dashed line represents the theoretical results calculated from Eq.~5! in
the case of no blocking.

FIG. 6. The maximum~jamming! coverage of particlesQp as a function of
l2Qs . Full symbols denote the experimental data extrapolated via Eq.~6!,
the empty symbols show the unextrapolated experimental data fitted by the
straight-line dependence~solid line!, the dashed line represents the theoret-
ical Monte Carlo simulations~smoothened!.
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dence ofQp on l2Qs in the limit of low site coverage should
be linear with the slope equal to the site multiplicity~coor-
dination number!, denoted byns . As can be seen in Fig. 6
the experimental data can indeed be fitted by a straight line
dependence having the slope of 2.04. This agrees well with
the averaged value ofns , derived from simulations, equal to
2.09 for 0,l2us,0.1. One can conclude, therefore, that the
appearance of the site multiplicity effect, suggested previ-
ously by the large maximum of the pair correlation function
~see Fig. 3!, is spectacularly confirmed by these data.

It should be mentioned, however, that in the limit of
l2us→0 the theoretical value ofns approached 2.45, as de-
termined from simulations. This difference~in comparison
with the previous value of 2.09! appears because with de-
creasingus one adsorbing particle has a decreased chance of
touching two sites simultaneously. Unfortunately, the experi-
mental data for this very small range of site coverage are not
accurate enough to confirm this effect.

This value ofns ~averaged number of particles adsorbed
on site! can be qualitatively interpreted in terms of the geo-
metrical model discussed previously. For low site coverage
in the jamming state, one site can be blocked by one, two,
three or maximum four particles. However, the one and four
particle attachment event is highly improbable, so most of
the sites bear two or there particles, as can be observed in
Fig. 3. Assuming equal probability of these two configura-
tions one obtainsns52.5 that is quite close to the theoretical
and experimental value.

The accuracy of experimental data increases for higher
site coverage range as can be seen in Fig. 7. A characteristic

feature of the data is that the maximum coverage of particles
is attained forus as low as 0.1. This finding has a profound
practical implications suggesting an efficient method for de-
tecting the presence of surface heterogeneities~nanopar-
ticles! on surfaces by adsorption of larger colloid particles. It
is also worthwhile noting that the experimental data~ex-
trapolated! exceed for higher site coverage the limiting value
of 0.547 that was predicted theoretically for homogeneous
surfaces.31–34 This is in a good agreement with the present
theoretical model~see the dashed line in Fig. 7! that predicts
a maximum value ofup equal to 0.565 forus50.22. A physi-
cal interpretation of the maximum is that for increasing site
coverage, the surface area of sites available for particles be-
comes larger than the geometrical area of the interface be-
cause particles are adsorbed in different planes~quasi-3D!.
By increasing the site coverage, however, the average dis-
tance between sites becomes smaller than particle diameter,
so a significant part of their surface area becomes inacces-
sible for particles. This effect is expected to reduce the avail-
able area for particles and consequently the jamming
coverage.

It can be seen in Fig. 7, however, that for higher site
coverage range some of the experimental data~extrapolated!
deviate systematically from numerical simulations. This rela-
tive deviation is of the order of 3%. As demonstrated previ-
ously for homogeneous surface adsorption26,41 this can be
most probably attributed to the residual electrostatic repul-
sion among adsorbed particles. This is a plausible explana-
tion because in our case, at the ionic strength of 1023 M the
thickness of the electric double layer was about 2% of ad-
sorbing particle radius. As a result, the particles could not be
treated as perfectly rigid spheres, that was the main assump-
tion when performing numerical simulations. In accordance
with theoretical estimations presented elsewhere,12,26,41 the
correction to the jamming coverage resulting from electro-
static repulsion is of the order of twice the double layer
thickness, i.e., 4% in our case. This agrees with the value
found in our experiments. It is worth mentioning, that cor-
rections of this order of magnitude is not too significant from
practical viewpoint.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It was demonstrated experimentally that initial adsorp-
tion rates increased abruptly with the site coverage attaining
the limiting value pertinent to uniform surfaces forQs as
small as a few percent. This was attributed to the fact that the
overall transport was controlled by bulk diffusion of particles
rather than by the surface transport resistance.

For higher coverage, particle adsorption kinetics devi-
ated from linearity as a result of blocking effects. This effect
was quantitatively accounted for by the theoretical approach
based on numerical solutions of the diffusion equation with
the nonlinear boundary conditions derived from simulations.
The extrapolation of the kinetic runs allowed one to deter-
mine accurately the jamming coverageQp as a function of
the site coverageQs . The experimental data were found in a
good agreement with numerical simulations confirming an
abrupt increase in the jamming coverage of particle with site
coverage and presence of a maximum on theQp vs Qs

FIG. 7. The maximum~jamming! coverage of particlesQp as a function of
site coverageQs . Full symbols denote the extrapolated data, the empty
symbols denote the unextrapolated experimental data, and the dashed line
represents the theoretical Monte Carlo simulations~smoothened!.
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curve. These findings, apparently the first of this kind in the
literature, have been explained in terms of the site multiplic-
ity effect and quasi-3D adsorption of particles. It also was
shown that these effects influenced significantly the structure
of adsorbed particle layers. A method of evaluating quantita-
tively the site multiplicity effect, was proposed.

It was suggested that the results obtained for model col-
loid particles can be exploited as useful reference states for
predicting kinetics of protein and bioparticle adsorption at
heterogeneous surfaces.
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